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Efforts of Sulabh International Social Service Organisation for Mitigation of Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19)

Sulabh International Social Service Organisation is working with the Nation to mitigate the outbreak of Covid-19. Sulabh International, having pan India presence, is rendering its sanitation & hygiene services for the last 50 years in different parts of the country.

Sulabh has been recognised by UN-Habitat as their official COVID-19 campaign partners. We are hopeful that collectively we can do our best for humanity during this unprecedented crisis.
Work done by Sulabh International
Social Service Organisation

In Delhi, sanitation & hygiene services are provided at the Government & Non-Government Hospitals, like AIIMS, Ram Manohar Lohia (RML), Lady Harding, Lok Nayak Jai Prakash (LNJP); as well as to some Universities, Institutes and Government offices.

- Sulabh volunteers are helping hospital authorities at their Quarantine Centres/Isolation Wards and for allied services. Sulabh International has provided masks, gloves, body apron, etc. to volunteers for needed protection.

- Transit passes have been issued to volunteers for their hassle-free travel to Hospitals and they are also being provided free meals and transportation. With motivation and dedication, they are working round-the-clock, doing frequent deep cleaning and sanitizing every inch of the hospital to keep the viruses away.

- In particular, Sulabh is actively providing services for combating the Coronavirus at the dedicated Covid Hospitals, LNJP; Covid Isolation Ward, RML Hospital; Covid Ward, Kalawati Hospital, AIIMS, Quarantine Centers - Police Training School & DUSIB Colony, Dwarka, New Delhi, Isolation center of Kolkata Port Trust, Kolkata and Covid centers in Odisha, Jammu, Rajasthan, Uttrakhand, and Punjab.

- Apart from services at hospitals, Sulabh is engaged in disinfection of residential colonies like Akashwani Colony, Kingsway Camp, Delhi.
1. Providing Housekeeping Work at Hospitals:-

With the outbreak of Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19), Sulabh International (Delhi State Branch) is providing its dedicated sanitation services at hospitals. Some of the major Covid hospitals where Sulabh volunteers are working on a frontline with the Covid patients managing Corona Ward are as follows:-

i. Dr. RML Hospital
ii. Lok Nayak Jay Prakash Hospital (LNJP)
iii. AIIMS
iv. Lady Harding Hospital

The sanitation personnel deployed by Sulabh at various hospital is not only providing sanitation facilities but they are handling bio-medical waste, contagious items and helping hospital authority in their Covid ward isolation ward, mortuary etc. They are constantly under high risk of being infected by COVID-19. As some of the work that Sulabh is providing at various hospitals is not falling under their duties, but at the request of hospital authority and with the social aim of Sulabh International that Corona is a national epidemic & everyone from Doctors to Nurses to all Health Care and Sanitation Workers have to jointly work for management of COVID-19. In order to prevent themselves from Coronavirus, Sulabh volunteers are continuously wearing PPE kit while performing their duties.
2. **Providing Sanitation Services at Quarantine Centre.**

Apart from sanitation services at hospitals, Sulabh International volunteers is helping hospital authorities in preparing & managing Quarantine Centre / Isolation Ward, taking care of these isolation wards and other services required at hospitals. Sulabh has been actively giving its sanitation services at Quarantine centre at Police Training school, Dwarka Sector-9, New Delhi.

Working at quarantine centre was much more difficult than working at hospitals as the people healing in quarantine centre is not supportive as found in hospitals. Inspite of all difficulties, Sulabh volunteers has been successful in providing better sanitation services.

As of now, all the quarantine centre has been closed by the Delhi Government and all the related works has been shifted to hospitals.
3. **Sanitization / Disinfectant Spraying of Offices**

Sulabh International Social Service Organisation is finding various ways to contribute meaningfully to safety efforts amidst the current pandemic. Sulabh International Delhi State Branch with the aim to support India’s fight against Covid-19 Pandemic has started a new concept of sanitization of Government offices / buildings etc. in order to prevent outbreak of coronavirus. Sulabh Delhi Branch has provided sanitization services at various Government offices like –

i. Prasar Bharti – All India Radio Delhi

ii. Pharmacy Council of India

iii. State Bank of India Branch

iv. Rajiv Gandhi Handicrafts Bhawan

v. National Institute of Fashion technology (NIFT) Delhi
DISTRIBUTION OF FREE DRY RATION

Sulabh has also joined the Government efforts to provide free dry ration to the Delhi’s poorest, whose livelihoods have been hit hard because of the lockdown measures to contain Covid-19. It has recently handed over 1.76 tons of raw ration to SDM, Saket, New Delhi, estimated to support about 10,000 people for two weeks.

Sulabh International has trained thousands of women as seamstress under its skill development programmes. Today when the nation is under the grip of a pandemic, these women are keeping up with ever growing demand for masks which are being distributed across the country.
Menstrual Hygiene Day 2020
“PERIODS DO NOT STOP DURING THE LOCKDOWN”

Sulabh celebrated Menstrual Hygiene Day campaigns across India focused on educating adolescents about puberty and the physiology of their bodies while they are growing up. This aims to pave a path that lifts the taboo. Sulabh reached out to women and girls in slums to help them break the culture of silence and stigma around periods.

Sulabh School Sanitation Club — an initiative by Sulabh International — is trying to change that by catching girls early to teach them about puberty, growing up and the physical processes that their bodies are going through as a way to lift the taboo and break the cycle of school dropouts and early marriages.
Sanitizing work at Tirumala, Tirupati under the control of TTD Health Department. Spraying of hypo through Tractor/Battery operating machines in Tirumala all roads/cottages/staff quarters daily twice, and hand operating body mounted machines individuals inside the offices, and other buildings. At Tirupati entry point Buses, cars etc.
In Bihar, Sulabh volunteers have taken up a noble task of distributing soaps for cleaning & sanitizing hands as a safeguard measure at different places in Patna i.e. Murgi Bagicha Slum Basti, near Gandhi Maidan, Bhangi Mukti Slum Basti, near Gandhi Maidan Police Station, Income Tax Chouraha, NIFT Mithapur and Sulabh Community Toilet Complex, Gandhi Maidan.

Hundreds of handmade 3-layer reusable, washable cotton masks handed over to Dr. Nirmal Kumar Sinha, Superintendent of NMCH Patna, the core Corona treatment centre in Bihar. These masks were distributed amongst the patients, attendants, medical and auxiliary staffs.
KARNATAKA State Branch

Sanitization work done at 46 branches of Central Bank of India in Bangalore.
ODISHA State Branch

Maintaining Sanitation facilities at different quarantine centres under Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation area in the wake of Covid-19 given below:-

Sulabh International Social Service Organisation is providing Sanitation facilities at different quarantine centers in the wake of Covid-19 under Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation. We have engaged our social workers for cleaning and sanitation of the quarantine centres. We have provided training to them for the above purpose. They are cleaning with water and household detergents and using common disinfectants products as a precautionary measure of the quarantine centres. They are also cleaning Rooms, Lobby, Toilet floor, Toilet pots, Taps & fittings, Outside sinks. They are collecting waste from the quarantine centres after cleaning the area by brooms. They are engaged for the whole day for cleaning and sanitation of the quarantine centres to avoid infection transmission to the community area. Our social workers are front line warriors against Covid-19 in the quarantine centres.

Name of the Quarantine centres :
1. Silicon Institute of Technology, Patia, Bhubaneswar
2. Trident Academy of Technology, Chandrashekharpur, Bhubaneswar.
3. Yatri Nivas, Bhubaneswar
4. Kripajal Engineering college, Bhubaneswar
5. Odisha University of Agriculture & technology, Bhubaneswar
6. Ashram School, Rasulgarh, Bhubaneswar
7. Tapoban High School, Khandagiri, Bhubaneswar
PUNJAB State Branch

WORKS BEING EXECUTED BY SULABH INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SERVICE ORGANISATION, PUNJAB STATE BRANCH IN COVID-19 ISOLATION WARD AT GURU NANAK DEV HOSPITAL, AMRITSAR.

1. Thirteen (13) Volunteers engaged for Cleaning and Maintenance of Toilet, Urinals and Bathrooms from May 2020.
2. Six Volunteers engaged for work of Sanitation and maintaining the toilet blocks in Covid-19 Isolation Ward at MCH (Rajindra Hospital) at Patiala since 01.04.2020.
RAJASTHAN State Branch

The State branch working at quarantine centre at Purnima University, Purnima Group of Institute Plastic Engineering and Technology, Sitapur Jaipur, Jyoti Vidhya Peth Women College and Manipal University Ajmer Road, Jaipur.
TRIPURA State Branch

The State has been providing cleaning services at 04 Nos. Covid Care Centres with the concerned Medical Teams at following centres:-

1. New Teaching Hospital, GB Pant Hospital, Agartala.
   (Managed by H & FW Deptt. Govt. of Tripura)
2. Shaheed Bhagat Singh Yuva Hostel, Agartala.
   (Managed by H & FW Deptt. Govt. of Tripura)
3. Indoor Exhibition Hall, Mela Ground, Hapania, Agartala.
   (Managed by Tripura Industrial Development Corporation)
   (Managed by Tripura Sports School)

Apart from above we have been providing cleaning services at 07 nos. Quarantine Centres also at following centres:-

1. Panchayati Raj Training Institute Hostel, A D Nagar, Agartala.
2. Panchayati Raj Training Institute New Hostel, A D Nagar, Agartala.
3. Regional Survey Training Institute Guest House, A D Nagar, Agartala.
   (All above managed by B D O Dukli under D M West Tripura)
4. SHIPARD Building, A D Nagar, Agartala.
   (Above two managed by I G M Hospital, Agartala)
6. Quarantine Centre/Flue Ward at GB Pant Hospital, Agartala.
7. Nursing Training Institute, I G M Hospital, Agartala (Operational in April-2020, now closed)
   (Managed by H & FW Deptt., Govt. of Tripura, Agartala.)
2. Sanitation Services in Quarantine Centre/Isolation Ward at (NJILOMD), Agra.
Sulabh International Social Service Organisation (SISSO), West Bengal State Branch, Kolkata has been assigned with cleaning and sanitization of COVID-19 ward of the KoPT Hospital, KoPT Head Office, Isolation ward etc. of Kolkata Port Trust at the following areas to tackle spreading of COVID-19 crisis:

1. **Kolkata Port Trust Centenary Hospital, Majerhat, KoPT.**
   SISSO has taken up cleaning & sanitization of COVID-19 ward and its Toilets in KoPT Centenary Hospital.

2. **Cleaning & Sanitization of Isolation ward / Quarantine Centre of KoPT, at Remound Road:**
   SISSO is carrying out cleaning & sanitization of Isolation ward / Quarantine Centre.
3. Sanitization of Ships at Kolkata Port :-
SISSO has carried out sanitization of Ships at Kolkata Port Trust.

4. Cleaning & Sanitization of KoPT Offices :-
SISSO has taken up cleaning & sanitization of KoPT Head Office including Toilets.
5. Removal of Garbage & Waste from KoPT Area:

SISSO has been assigned the job for removal of Garbage from Isolation ward / COVID-19 ward in the hospital and KoPT area including Medical Waste from the hospital. Also removal of waste generated from the protection material like PPE, Mask, Gloves etc.